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Best-in-class 
versatility.
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A PACCAR MX-11 engine provides 
outstanding power in a lightweight and fuel-
efficient design and is available with up to 
430 horsepower and 1,650 lb.-ft. of torque.

The Model 520 cab delivers versatility, comfort and ergonomics and is available 
in left-hand drive; right-hand drive; dual-sit drive and right-hand stand-up 
configurations. The 520 interior features an ergonomic dash design with LED 
backlit gauges, a driver information display for critical vehicle data and rocker 

switches within easy reach for maximum driver comfort and productivity. 
Center console sides are angled, providing operators easy visibility and access 
to controls from either side. An enhanced HVAC system improves airflow and 
climate control in the cab.

POWER AND PERFORMANCE

SUPERIOR INTERIORS.

Peterbilt’s Model 520 is built to withstand the harsh demands of the refuse industry. The 
rugged, aluminum cab delivers best-in-class durability for increased uptime and bulkhead-style 
doors for maximum durability and corrosion resistance. Powered by the fuel-efficient PACCAR 
MX-11 engine, the Model 520 provides outstanding performance. Natural gas configurations 
include both 9- and 12-liter engine options. The headlamps feature standard halogen bulbs or 
optional LEDs, to provide outstanding brightness and coverage with less driver eye-fatigue. The 
distinguished grille accommodates pantograph wipers, providing significantly more coverage 
for improved visibility. An impressive wheel cut allows drivers to easily maneuver in congested 
urban environments and tight city streets. Whether commercial or residential, the Model 520 
provides the tools your drivers need to succeed day in and day out.

STREET TOUGH MEETS STREET SMARTS.

LEFT-HAND DRIVE CONFIGURATION

RIGHT-HAND DRIVE CONFIGURATION

RIGHT-HAND STAND-UP CONFIGURATION

DUAL-DRIVE CONFIGURATION

RELIABILITY
The Model 520 cab features a large center console that 
provides improved connectivity for body controls and 
allows for easier access for maintenance and repairs.

VISIBILITY HEADLAMP TECHNOLOGY
Pantograph windshield wipers provide more coverage 
for improved visibility and safety.

Two headlight technologies are available for the Model 
520: halogen bulb lamps and optional LED lamps. Both 
provide outstanding brightness and coverage.


